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Data-Driven Freeway
Performance Evaluation
Framework for Project
Prioitization and Decision
Making

the ISSUE
Researchers sought to quantify the impact of nonrecurring congestions, including incidents and
adverse weather. The project also strives to provide a linkage between performance measures and
decision making by using interpretative indicators to inform decisions.

the RESEARCH
The major tasks completed for the research can be broken down into three major components:
freeway performance metrics development, incident-induced delay (IID) modeling and secondary
incident identification, and weather impact evaluation. Specific tasks included:
•

Developed performance measures that can be used to describe the day-to-day variation of traffic
conditions and is easily understandable by both practitioners and the general public;

•

Developed a data-driven algorithm for secondary incident identification;

•

Designed an empirical methodological framework to quantify the IID on freeways, providing
reference for incident management; and

•

Used pattern recognition to estimate non-recurrent congestion and demand reduction caused by
adverse weather.
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•

Congestion Frequency is presented as the measurement of
performance reliability. We identified the hotspots on the I-15
corridor in Salt Lake City during morning and evening peak
hours during May to August 2013.

•

The IID is not only determined by the severity of incident, but
also dependent on the location and time of day. The locations
with high incident frequency generally suffer from higher IID
than the locations with low incident frequency.

•

The results of adverse weather’s impact analysis indicate
that under the influence of adverse weather travel demand
decreases. This is the case for more than 50% of the
scenarios. We conclude that in 2013, the adverse weather
forecasting system succeeded in alerting the public and
preventing severe traffic breakdowns. As roadway condition
gets worse, the traffic demand shows a more significant
reduction pattern.

the IMPACT
The data-driven performance-based approach presented in
this study is effective in quantitatively evaluating the freeway
mobility/reliability, incident and adverse weather impact. The
objectives of this project align well with the goal set forth by
MAP-21, which is to establish performance-based transportation
programs to guide the transportation capital investment and
development. The algorithm developed can be integrated into the
operational analysis to identify hotspots along freeway corridors,
and assist with project prioritization and decision making.
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